Women on the Move: From Wittenberg to Windhoek
Mujeres en Movimiento: De Wittenberg a Windhoek
Femmes en Mouvement: De Wittenberg à Windhoek
Frauen auf dem Weg: Von Wittenberg nach Windhuk

Celebrating women’s leadership and participation in the ongoing reformation:
Five hundred years of Lutheran reformation of the church, 1517—2017.

The image of Catharina crossing the threshold inspires us on our way:
► Which thresholds have women in our communion already crossed?
► Which thresholds remain to be crossed?
► Which paths guide women toward full autonomy and citizenship in church and society?

The movement of telling women’s stories encourages women to speak up for themselves. We are creatively re-thinking re-formation:
► We realize that we have to change drastically
► We are called to unlearn to function within the reductionist systems and to relearn life in fullness as God meant it to be
► We need to transform uniforming standards in order to reform vital relationships in diversity
► We are in the process of reforming our communities, our churches and societies and, above all, ourselves
► We reach out to other women on our journey to a reformed and sustainable life.

We are developing relationships and empower women in our worldwide communion by reaching out from the present to the past and the future:
► Recovering the reforming power of women during the times of the Reformation and today
► Projecting women’s vibrant energy and potential to bring about change in the past, present and future.

We propose/offer an inspiring toolkit to motivate women in our worldwide community creatively to participate in our project:
► Get involved
► Get related/connected
► Get ready for change

We encourage all women in our worldwide community creatively to participate and contribute to the project by sharing texts, images, videos (see terms of participation/contribution) with all other women.

We will update our online information as we receive your input and the project develops further. Our goal is to provide information from around the globe about women reforming the world and the powerful reforming women’s movement from Wittenberg to Windhoek, the venue of the Twelfth Assembly of the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) in 2017.

Together with the Office for Women in Church and Society (WICAS), a global working group will steer and coordinate the process leading up to the Twelfth Assembly.

The front cover of the folder has intentionally been left white. We invite you to add your own drawing, painting or written notes. Be creative!

http://www.lutheranworld.org/content/women-church-and-society